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his is the week where NATO is having their
70’s birthday, that will definitely mean that
the people who started it are gone now. Dead.
And new guys running the show. Scary shit, it
reminds me of one of the best slogan t-shirts ever made,
“BOMBING FOR PEACE IS LIKE FUCKING FOR
VIRGINITY” it all said so easy. North Atlantic Treaty Organization, must be one of the most scary parties you I’ll
ever imagine, bunch of white guys sniffing coke in a room
with the big red bottom, called atom war.
This is how it starts, it’s the beginning of a year of column
writing, im ready. Jumping in to this state of puplishing, a
real life experience of writing.
I’ll start out with this statement of luxury, I love luxury.
Sending postcards is a luxury. Expensive and beautiful.
Thoughts handwritten on paper all most all ready collected
before made. I know my grandmother will hang it on the
wall in her living room or take care of it in another way. It
makes me happy to think about. collected stuff, archived
life.
The other day I board a cheap bucket of daffodils. They
look cute on my table. And what happens, I woke up in
the middle of the night sleepless, and there they were all
sprung out, as a little gift for me. I’m thinking about them
being all deflowered in the morning . And now I looked at
them at their best, because I was there in the most important time of their life, as the great spectator.
I been in some really good discussions this weekend about
some of Nikolai Fedorov ideas. If one could change the
system of “thinking” instead of separating everything from
one another, make it all connected. Fedorov actually come
up with a kind of plan, and for me it sounds a little like it:
If one can imagine that we are looking from an observatory, looking from a single spot in time and space out in
cosmos. This is the view,
If we then where able to make school and structure out
from this picture. If observe is the main mood of experiencing forms, and it all starts in the observation of cosmos
and all what’s in it, including our life here on planet blue
in the realm of history. Its fore sure to be continued…. I’m
at the end for now, hope you enjoy. Cheers Mira
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